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 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

End User License Agreement 
(EULA) 

 

SINGLE USER LICENSE:  This product is licensed only to the original 
purchaser/downloader direct from an authorized WAaG vendor.  This product is 
provided as-is with no warranties either expressed or implied.  You MAY NOT:  
(a) modify/change, (b) copy, (c) post, (d) share, (e) give away, (f) sell, (g) publish, 
(h) include in collections, (i) distribute/transfer, (j) reverse engineer, or (k) claim 
authorship to, this product or any portion of the product package.  Winterbrose 
Arts & Graphics retains all rights and copyright ownership to this product package 
and all supporting documentation.  Reproduction in whole, or in part, requires 
written permission from Winterbrose Arts and Graphics. 
 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 

Copyright © 2012-2019, Winterbrose Digital Solutions. 
All Rights Reserved. 

www.WINTERBROSE.com 
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Description 
 

With ProKeyGen PLUS, you can easily generate large customizable 
collections of unique 30-character Product Keys / Serial Numbers for use 
with your own products.  With the click of a button, save all your keys into a 
text file that can be used as the basis for the Product Key listing required by 
brokers/resellers of your products. 

LEGAL NOTICE 
ProKeyGen PLUS is to be used solely for creating Product Keys for your 
own personal and commercial products.  ProKeyGen PLUS is not 
designed or intended to create unauthorized/illegal keys or serial 
numbers for applications/products available from other companies. 

 

Activation 
 

Registration and Activation are no longer required.  However, registration is 
highly encouraged to receive update notifications and other product 
announcements sent via email or social media. 
 
 

Donations 
 

This product is fully functional and donations are not required.  We do ask 
that if you find this product really useful, please consider a donation 
purchase from our online store:  DONATE HERE 

http://www.winterbrose.com/SAS_ProKeyGenPLUS-Vendor-Coded-Product-Key-Generator-for-Windows.html
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Quick Start 
 

1. Enter the desired 3-character Vendor code. 
2. Enter the desired serial number range to use. 
3. Enter your own unique Encryption string. 
4. Click the Generate Keys button and wait. 
5. Review the generated list of Product Keys. 
6. Click the Save button to save text file of list. 

 
 

Versions 
 

There are 3 versions of product key generators in the ProKeyGen Series of 
software applications to help generate serials/keys for your product lines: 
 
 EZ ProKeyGen .... FREE, No Cost but Registration Required; 
  Fully Functional 25-Character Generator; 
  Customizable with 100k Keys per Cypher. 
 

 ProKeyGen PLUS .... Single User License; 
  Fully Functional 30-Character Generator; 
  Customizable with 1 million Keys per Cypher; 
 

 ProKeyGen PRO .... Single User License; 
  Fully Functional 36-Character Generator; 
  Customizable with 10 million Keys per Cypher; 
  Save/Load Configuration Files; 
  Various Styles of digits and hyphens. 
 

Available Free upon request to PRO version  owners: 
Visual Basic 2008+ source code for Product Key Validation 
& Registration to secure your own Software applications. 

 
 

Key Lists 
 

Before uploading a list of Product Keys that was saved with ProKeyGen 
PLUS, before sure to remove all of the header information that is included 
for your benefit.  Most brokers/resellers expect the listing to be provided as 
a plain text file with only one product key per line. 
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Simply delete the seven lines (from top to last row of equal signs) and save 
the file with a new filename to be used by your broker/reseller. 
 

================== 
|   ProKeyGen PLUS  | 

=================================== 
Encryption String 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
1234567890ABCDEFGHIJKLMNPQRSTUVWXYZ 
=================================== 
PED0EM-0150H6-K4A0FL-0UD08U-GJ20Y0 
GGF0FP-0360J8-K5C0HM-0WF09V-PL3100 
PIH0GR-0570LA-K6E0JN-0YH0AW-GN4200 

 
Since ProKeyGen PLUS saves the product key list as a plain text file, this 
is all you have to do.  You will want to retain a copy of your original file 
because it contains your unique Encryption String. 
 

NOTE: 
If a broker/reseller expects a comma separated listing, use any 
compatible text editor or word processor to replace all paragraph 
characters/end of line markers with the comma “,” character.  See 
Microsoft WORD section for demonstration of using comma separators. 

 
 

Possibilities 
 

The actual product keys created using ProKeyGen PLUS is dependent on 
the Encryption String you use, however the number of possible unique keys 
using ProKeyGen PLUS can be calculated as follows: 
 

 
 

DELETE 
THESE 
LINES 

DELETE 
THESE 
LINES 
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Well, you get the idea.  Don’t burn out your calculator trying to get the final 
result.  We hope you find ProKeyGen PLUS to be a value-added part of 
your software toolbox.  Visit our website to purchase a copy today! 
 

Estimated values based upon default allowed alpha-numeric character set 
and characters within key string derived from encryption algorithms. 
 

Vendor Codes 
 

You can use your own rendition of 3-character vendor codes to further 
group product keys.  The vendor code is incorporated into the final keys 
and is reversed on every other line to prevent two similar keys in a row. 
 

Serial Numbers 
 

The specific serial numbers within your generated keys will start counting at 
zero "0" or "000000" as it is used.  When counting your keys in groups of 
numbers, you must remember this to get equal sets of product keys. 
 

Counting by 100's 
0-99,  100-199,  200-299,  300-399.....999900-999999 

Counting by 1,000's 
0-999,  1000-1999,  2000-2999.....999000-999999 

 
Instructions 

 

1. Enter the designated vendor code you desire to use. 
 

 
 

Here are some suggestions to help get you started: 
PAY - PayLoadz 
SHR - Share*It 
DAZ - Daz Productions 
RND - Renderosity 

CPD - Content Paradise 
SCG - ShareCG 
CNT - CNet Downloads 
TUR - Turbo Squid 
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2. Enter the desired serial number range to use.  Totally up to you. 
 

 
 
3. Enter your own unique Encryption string.  It is suggested to use a 

different Encryption String for each individual product.  It will be included 
with the list of product keys when you save them. 

 

 
 
4. Click the Generate Keys button and wait.  The Progress Bar will 

display the percentage of completion and the Number Keys will display 
the counter for which actual key as positioned in the list is being 
generated.  If for some reason you cannot wait or wish to cancel the 
process, simply click on the ABORT button. 
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5. Review the generated list of Product Keys. 
 

 
 
6. Click the Save button to save text file of list.  Be sure to name your 

file in a way that works for your business (sample listing on next page). 
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        ================== 
       |  ProKeyGen PLUS  | 
=================================== 
         Encryption String 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
MYUNIQUEPRODUCTCODE4PROKEYGENPLUS 
=================================== 
PED0EM-0150H6-K4A0FL-0UD08U-GJ20Y0 
GGF0FP-0360J8-K5C0HM-0WF09V-PL3100 
PIH0GR-0570LA-K6E0JN-0YH0AW-GN4200 
GKJ0HT-0780NC-K7G0LP-00J0BX-PQ5310 
PML0IV-0990QE-K8I0NQ-02L0CY-GS6420 
GPN0JX-0BA0SG-K9K0QR-04N0D0-PU7530 
PRQ0K0-0DB0UI-KAM0SS-06Q0E0-GW8640 
GTS0L1-0FC0WK-KBP0UT-08S0F1-PY9750 
PVU0M3-0HD0YM-KCR0WU-0AU0G2-G0A860 
GXW0N5-0JE00P-KDT0YV-0CW0H3-P2B970 
PGE0GP-0270J7-K6C0GN-0WE19W-GK3000 
GIG0HR-0480L9-K7E0IP-0YG1AX-PM4110 
PKI0IT-0690NB-K8G0KQ-00I1BY-GP5220 
GMK0JV-08A0QD-K9I0MR-02K1C0-PR6330 
PPM0KX-0AB0SF-KAK0PS-04M1D0-GT7440 
GRP0L0-0CC0UH-KBM0RT-06P1E1-PV8550 
PTR0M1-0ED0WJ-KCP0TU-08R1F2-GX9660 
GVT0N3-0GE0YL-KDR0VV-0AT1G3-P0A770 
PXV0P5-0IF00N-KET0XW-0CV1H4-G1B880 
G0X0Q7-0KG02Q-KFV00X-0EX1I5-P3C990 
PIF0IR-0390L8-K8E0HQ-0YF2AY-GL4020 
GKH0JT-05A0NA-K9G0JR-00H2B0-PN5130 
PMJ0KV-07B0QC-KAI0LS-02J2C0-GQ6240 
GPL0LX-09C0SE-KBK0NT-04L2D1-PS7350 
PRN0M0-0BD0UG-KCM0QU-06N2E2-GU8460 
GTQ0N1-0DE0WI-KDP0SV-08Q2F3-PW9570 
PVS0P3-0FF0YK-KER0UW-0AS2G4-GYA680 
GXU0Q5-0HG00M-KFT0WX-0CU2H5-P0B790 
P0W0R7-0JH02P-KGV0YY-0EW2I6-G2C8A0 
G1Y0S9-0LI04R-KHX000-0GY2J7-P4D9B0 
PKG0KT-04B0N9-KAG0IS-00G3B0-GM5040 
GMI0LV-06C0QB-KBI0KT-02I3C1-PP6150 
PPK0MX-08D0SD-KCK0MU-04K3D2-GR7260 
GRM0N0-0AE0UF-KDM0PV-06M3E3-PT8370 
PTP0P1-0CF0WH-KEP0RW-08P3F4-GV9480 
GVR0Q3-0EG0YJ-KFR0TX-0AR3G5-PXA590 
PXT0R5-0GH00L-KGT0VY-0CT3H6-G0B6A0 
G0V0S7-0II02N-KHV0X0-0EV3I7-P1C7B0 
P1X0T9-0KJ04Q-KIX000-0GX3J8-G3D8C0 
G300UB-0MK06S-KJ0011-0I03K9-P5E9D0 
PMH0MV-05D0QA-KCI0JU-02H4C2-GN6060 
GPJ0NX-07E0SC-KDK0LV-04J4D3-PQ7170 
PRL0P0-09F0UE-KEM0NW-06L4E4-GS8280 
GTN0Q1-0BG0WG-KFP0QX-08N4F5-PU9390 
PVQ0R3-0DH0YI-KGR0SY-0AQ4G6-GWA4A0 
GXS0S5-0FI00K-KHT0U0-0CS4H7-PYB5B0 

P0U0T7-0HJ02M-KIV0W0-0EU4I8-G0C6C0 
G1W0U9-0JK04P-KJX0Y1-0GW4J9-P2D7D0 
P3Y0VB-0LL06R-KK0002-0IY4KA-G4E8E0 
G500WD-0NM08T-KL1023-0K04LB-P6F9F0 
PPI0PX-06F0SB-KEK0KW-04I5D4-GP7080 
GRK0Q0-08G0UD-KFM0MX-06K5E5-PR8190 
PTM0R1-0AH0WF-KGP0PY-08M5F6-GT92A0 
GVP0S3-0CI0YH-KHR0R0-0AP5G7-PVA3B0 
PXR0T5-0EJ00J-KIT0T0-0CR5H8-GXB4C0 
G0T0U7-0GK02L-KJV0V1-0ET5I9-P0C5D0 
P1V0V9-0IL04N-KKX0X2-0GV5JA-G1D6E0 
G3X0WB-0KM06Q-KL0003-0IX5KB-P3E7F0 
P500XD-0MN08S-KM1014-0K05LC-G5F8G0 
G710YF-0PP0AU-KN3035-0M15MD-P7G9H0 
PRJ0R0-07H0UC-KGM0LY-06J6E6-GQ80A0 
GTL0S1-09I0WE-KHP0N0-08L6F7-PS91B0 
PVN0T3-0BJ0YG-KIR0Q0-0AN6G8-GUA2C0 
GXQ0U5-0DK00I-KJT0S1-0CQ6H9-PWB3D0 
P0S0V7-0FL02K-KKV0U2-0ES6IA-GYC4E0 
G1U0W9-0HM04M-KLX0W3-0GU6JB-P0D5F0 
P3W0XB-0JN06P-KM00Y4-0IW6KC-G2E6G0 
G5Y0YD-0LP08R-KN1005-0KY6LD-P4F7H0 
P7000F-0NQ0AT-KP3026-0M06ME-G6G8I0 
G9200H-0QR0CV-KQ5047-0P26NF-P8H9J0 
PTK0T1-08J0WD-KIP0M0-08K7F8-GR90C0 
GVM0U3-0AK0YF-KJR0P1-0AM7G9-PTA1D0 
PXP0V5-0CL00H-KKT0R2-0CP7HA-GVB2E0 
G0R0W7-0EM02J-KLV0T3-0ER7IB-PXC3F0 
P1T0X9-0GN04L-KMX0V4-0GT7JC-G0D4G0 
G3V0YB-0IP06N-KN00X5-0IV7KD-P1E5H0 
P5X00D-0KQ08Q-KP1006-0KX7LE-G3F6I0 
G7000F-0MR0AS-KQ3017-0M07MF-P5G7J0 
P9101H-0PS0CU-KR5038-0P17NG-G7H8K0 
GB302J-0RT0EW-KS7059-0R37PH-P9I9L0 
PVL0V3-09L0YE-KKR0N2-0AL8GA-GSA0E0 
GXN0W5-0BM00G-KLT0Q3-0CN8HB-PUB1F0 
P0Q0X7-0DN02I-KMV0S4-0EQ8IC-GWC2G0 
G1S0Y9-0FP04K-KNX0U5-0GS8JD-PYD3H0 
P3U00B-0HQ06M-KP00W6-0IU8KE-G0E4I0 
G5W00D-0JR08P-KQ10Y7-0KW8LF-P2F5J0 
P7Y01F-0LS0AR-KR3008-0MY8MG-G4G6K0 
G9002H-0NT0CT-KS5029-0P08NH-P6H7L0 
PB203J-0QU0EV-KT704A-0R28PI-G8I8M0 
GD404L-0SV0GX-KU906B-0T48QJ-PAJ9N0 
PXM0X5-0AN00F-KMT0P4-0CM9HC-GTB0G0 
G0P0Y7-0CP02H-KNV0R5-0EP9ID-PVC1H0 
P1R009-0EQ04J-KPX0T6-0GR9JE-GXD2I0 
G3T00B-0GR06L-KQ00V7-0IT9KF-P0E3J0 
P5V01D-0IS08N-KR10X8-0KV9LG-G1F4K0 
G7X02F-0KT0AQ-KS3009-0MX9MH-P3G5L0 
P9003H-0MU0CS-KT501A-0P09NI-G5H6M0 
GB104J-0PV0EU-KU703B-0R19PJ-P7I7N0 
PD305L-0RW0GW-KV905C-0T39QK-G9J8P0 
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Customization 
 

You can maximize the benefit of using ProKeyGen PLUS in several ways: 
 

1.  Only generate the number the number of keys actually needed, 
because you can return later and generate additional keys as required.  
For example,  you only need 1,000 keys for the initial publication of a 
product so you set the serial range to "0" and "999".  If you need more 
keys later (say 5,000 more), simply generate more using the same 
Encryption String and set the range First as "1000" and Last as "5999". 

 

         
 

2.  Generate specific ranges of keys for designated Vendors; You may 
want to use a common Vendor Code (perhaps for your own company 
name) for all your keys because you don't expect to use the full 1 
million that can be generated  You can issue a set number of keys (say 
1,000) at a time to different vendors.  For example, you generate the 
first 1,000 keys (0-999) for use by Vendor X and the second 1,000 keys 
(1000-1999) for Vendor Y. 

 

         
 

3.  Specify unique encryption strings for designated Vendors; this way 
the product keys generated are specific to the encryption string you 
used for each Vendor. 
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Microsoft WORD 
 
This instruction developed using MS Word 2003 to replace paragraph 
markers with comma's to create a comma-separated listing in 3-steps: 
 
1.  LOAD the text file. 
2.  FIND/REPLACE all paragraph marks with comma (see illustrations). 
3.  SAVE AS plain text file. 
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